A well-known phenomena that diminishes the recognition range in infrared imagery is atmospheric turbulence. In literature many methods are described that try to compensate for the distortions caused by atmospheric turbulence. Most of these methods use a global processing approach in which they assume a global shift and a uniform blurring in all frames. Because the effects of atmospheric turbulence are often spatial and temporal varying, we presented previous year a turbulence compensation method that performs local processing leading to excellent results. In this paper an improvement of this method is presented which uses a temporal moving reference frame in order to be capable of processing imagery containing moving objects as well as blur estimation to obtain adaptive deconvolution. Furthermore our method is evaluated in a quantitative way, which will give a good insight in which components of our method contribute to the obtained visual improvements.
INTRODUCTION
Atmospheric turbulence is a well-known phenomenon which deteriorates imagery, captured over long ground-to-ground ranges. This diminishes the recognition range and it is therefore important to compensate visual degradation due to atmospheric turbulence. Turbulence compensation is a challenging problem because 1) the amount of turbulence is spatially varying due to anisoplanatic conditions while the isoplanatic angle, i.e. the angle over which the turbulence can be assumed constant, varies with atmospheric conditions and 2) the amount of turbulence varies significantly in time.
According to Roggeman and Welsh [1] there are three different approaches to compensate for turbulence effects in images: 1) adaptive optics techniques, 2) post-processing techniques and 3) a combination of both techniques. An overview of different turbulence compensation methods can be found in [2, 3] .
In this paper we will focus on a post-processing technique that is also capable of processing imagery containing slow moving objects. This method is an improvement of earlier published work [4, 5] . The improvement consists basically of two parts: 1) using a temporal moving reference frame, which enables the processing of slow moving objects and 2) using blur estimation, which improves the deconvolution part of our method.
In literature many software post-processing techniques are described, such as the methods described in [6, 7] which perform first a global registration followed by deblurring. There also exist methods that perform local registration to cope with anisoplanatic conditions [8, 9] . Comparable to [9] , we developed a post-processing technique based on multiframe super-resolution reconstruction. Such an approach incorporates registration, temporal image fusion and deblurring. Our proposed method copes with anisoplanatic conditions by using local registration. The major differences with the approach of [9] are that we perform frame selection, blur estimation and that our registration is less computational complex.
For target recognition purposes it is important to evaluate the image quality improvement of turbulence compensation methods. This task can be done by various methods. Some methods need specific targets in the scene, such as the TOD method [10] and MRTD method [11] . Other methods can be calculated on any scene, such as the Structural SImilarity Measure (SSIM) [12] and the Video Quality Measure (VQM) [13] . An overview of various evaluation techniques are described by Dijk et al. [14] . In this paper we measure the blur and the tilt in the original and processed imagery to obtain * adam.vaneekeren@tno.nl; phone +31 88 86 64047; www.tno.nl quantitative image quality measures. These general, basic measures give a good indication of the image quality improvement of our proposed method.
The setup of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 the assumed imaging model and the proposed turbulence compensation method are described. In Section 3 the quantitative quality measures are described that are used to evaluate the results of the proposed method. The evaluation results are presented in Section 4 and finally conclusions will be drawn in Section 5.
TURBULENCE COMPENSATION METHOD

Imaging model
This section describes the assumed imaging model. The camera's field-of-view, the scene, is modeled as a properly sampled 2D HR image z (see Figure 1) . It is assumed that this HR image is free of degradation to motion, blur and noise. The output frames k y are a result of the effects caused by atmospheric turbulence and the camera itself on the scene. The degradation of camera frame k y can be split up in two parts: a part that is due to the atmospheric turbulence and a part which is caused by the camera.
Atmospheric turbulence causes blurring, transformation (motion) and scintillation in the observed image of the scene. All these phenomena are assumed to be constant in a small region (patch) within the field-of-view. The size of such a region is determined by the isoplanatic angle, which is from a theoretical perspective, for a horizontal path through the atmosphere, often smaller than even a pixel. For the blurring component we simplified the model by assuming that it is only temporal varying, which is described by a Gaussian function with standard deviation σ t (t). The transformation which is caused by turbulence is locally modeled by a translation. In this paper scintillation, the effect of illuminance variation, is not modeled.
The camera is modeled by a 'camera blur' (optics and sensor), a sampling device and additive Gaussian distributed noise. The camera blur is modeled by a Gaussian function with standard deviation σ c . In this paper it is assumed that the camera blur is small compared to the turbulence blur. Therefore the overall blur is assumed to be a Gaussian with standard deviation σ tot ≈ σ t .
The imaging model as depicted in Figure 1 can be described by the following equation:
where k M represents the transformation matrix, k W describes the blurring matrix and R is the resampling matrix, which is typically the identity matrix when no resolution enhancement takes place. 
Proposed method
This section describes the proposed turbulence compensation method. An overview of this method is depicted in Figure  2 . The different steps are explained in more detail in the subsections below. 
Global registration and slow/fast update reference frame
To stabilize the global structure of the scene a global registration [15] is performed assuming a translational motion model. This registration is done to a reference frame, which is slowly updated with registered input frames. With "slowly" we mean an update factor α in the order of 0.01, according to:
where is the reference frame at time i and is a stabilized input frame.
For performing local registration (in step 4) a fast updated reference frame is used. Here an update factor in the order of 0.1 is used. This fast update enables us to process slow moving objects in the scene. Both reference frames are initialized with the first frame of the sequence and are updated with registered input frames.
Blur estimation
In the second step the mean blur of each registered frame is estimated. This blur estimation is used later on (step 4) to perform the multi-frame deblurring. The method from Bouma et al. [16] is used which gives a precise and un-biased result.
Frame selection
The third step in the flow diagram of the proposed method is frame selection. This is done by calculating the 99 
Local registration and Multi-frame Deblurring
The fourth step consists local registration and multi-frame deblurring. Local registration is done using optical flow [17] . Optical flow estimates a per pixel local translation. To speed up computation of the optical flow first local translations are calculated at a sub-sampled and equally spaced grid in the image. From this grid the optical flow is interpolated. Typical parameter settings used are a grid space of 40 pixels and a window size of 64×64 pixels.
For multi-frame deblurring the method of Hardie et al. [18, 19] 
Local Adaptive Contrast Enhancement
The last step in the flow diagram of the proposed method is local adaptive contrast enhancement (LACE) [20] . This method enhances the contrast locally based on the local variation in the scene.
Computation time
Note that the proposed method is implemented in MATLAB and is not optimized for speed. Processing time of estimating one turbulence compensated frame (one pipeline cycle) takes about 18 seconds on a Intel Xeon CPU E5620 @ 2.4GHz (64-bit) given a frame of 512 x 512 pixels. An optimized implementation is likely to run in real-time.
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION
To evaluate the image quality improvement of the proposed turbulence compensation method the following measures are calculated: blur, tilt and Video Quality Measure (VQM). Because the available imagery does not contain special evaluation targets, such as TOD / MRTD charts, measures are selected that do not depend on such targets.
Blur
The mean blur in each frame is measured with the method described in [16] . For each frame the mean blur is reported as a Gaussian sigma in pixels (Gaussian blurring is assumed as indicated in Section 2.1). This mean blur is calculated in the original frames and in the processed frames as well. In this way an improvement / reduction of the blur can be calculated.
Tilt
The tilt is a measure indicating the amount of movement in the scene. This can be caused by camera movement, turbulence and moving objects in the scene. In the data we processed turbulence is the most prominent factor causing the tilt. The tilt is calculated with a gradient-based shift estimator [15] and reported as the length of the shift vector in pixels. Equal to the blur, the tilt is calculated for the original and processed images.
Video Quality Measure
The Video Quality Measure (VQM) is described in [13] and is specially designed for measuring improvement of image enhancement. Its main components are based on error estimates on edges and blur estimations. This measure is bounded by 0 (poor quality) and 1 (good quality). 
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Evaluation
After processing all 10 sequences, the improvement is analyzed using the measures described in Section 3. First an overview is given of the measured blur and tilt in the original and processed frames in Table 1 .
The improvement (reduction) of the blur and tilt, together with the improvement of the VQM, is presented in Table 2 . From Table 2 it can be seen that the improvement in blur and tilt is significant due to the proposed turbulence compensation method. The blur is reduced between 0.8x -2.1x and shows no correlation with the amount of blur in the original scene. This indicates that the blur reduction is more or less constant with respect to the amount of blur. The tilt is reduced between 2.4x -26x. These results correspond with the resulting imagery which looks much sharper and more stable (less shaky).
The improvement of the VQM (= VQM proc /VQM org ) indicates for almost every sequence a degradation of the image quality. This does not correspond with the visual results. Analyzing the VQM shows that the blur estimation part of this metric gives wrong estimates on our data. This makes this metric not suited for evaluating this type of data.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In this paper a method is presented to compensate the effects of turbulence in image sequences. The results show qualitatively and quantitatively that the proposed method is capable of stabilizing and deblurring such image sequences. Analyzing 10 processed sequences show a blur reduction up to a factor of 2.1. Furthermore the scene is stabilized with a resulting tilt smaller than 0.5 pixel. These results enable an operator to see more details at large distances.
The proposed image quality evaluation methods for blur and tilt are simple and easy to use and give a good insight of the improvement of our method and correspond with visual perception. The VQM gives erroneous results on our data and is therefore not recommended.
